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shading. In terms of scientific visualization, it is well
known that the surface with shading based on the
Summary
In this paper, we propose a method for creating a threeinformation of a normal vector is useful for expressing
dimensional polygonal model reflecting precise boundary of
change of a surface.
physical objects from a point cloud which has strong anisotropic
In other application, a cross-section view is required
distribution of points obtained by a mobile mapping system. Our
for maintenance of a road. The buffer method [10] is one
method creates boundary information of physical objects based
of the methods creating a cross-section view from
on the planar region segmentation by the line-based region
measured points. This method selects measured points
growing approach from a point cloud. Then, the boundary
near a cross-section. Then, the selected points are
information is used for constraining an edge of a polygon in the
projected onto the plane that a cross-section will be created.
polygonal model creation procedure. As a result, boundary edges
Finally, the least squares approximation line is created
of actual physical objects appear as edges of the polygonal model
adequately. The accuracy of boundary edge representation is
from the projected points for a cross-section. Belton et al.
evaluated by applying the proposed method to a point cloud
also project measured points onto the plane and find an
obtained by simulation of scanning a road polygonal model.
approximation of a joint part of a road and a curbstone
Finally, we create a polygonal model from the actual mobile
[11]. However, the precision of the result which is
mapping data.
obtained by the least squares approximation is limited. A
Key words:
blank portion of measured points is interpolated by
Polygonal model, boundary edge, point cloud, anisotropic
generating polygonal model using measured points.
distribution, mobile mapping system.
Therefore, we are able to obtain a precise cross-section
view easily by calculating intersection of the plane of a
cross-section with the polygonal model which
1. Introduction
approximates a surface of an object appropriately.
A polygonal model needs the geometrical information
A recent development of three-dimensional laser
as
the
three dimensional coordinate of vertices, and the
scanning system make it possible to obtain high density
topological information as the connection of vertices
point cloud easily. The mobile mapping system (MMS)
constituting a polygon. There are two factors should be
which is equipped with such a high density laser scanning
considered for creating a precise polygonal model. One is
system measures an environment around a road precisely
to select appropriate vertices from a huge number of
by simply traveling on a road at a standard speed [1].
measured points in order to constitute polygons
Therefore, the MMS does not need any traffic regulation
representing the surface of an object efficiently. The other
to measure an environment around a road. This is very
is to constitute appropriate polygons for interpolating a
helpful to the survey of road environment for the purpose
surface of the object. In the case of creating a polygonal
of maintenance and management. An application of a large
model from a point cloud obtained by a MMS, we need to
scale three-dimensional point cloud for a management of
obtain the topological information for constituting
the infrastructure facilities like road environments is one
polygons from a point cloud. He et al. proposed the
of the important topics. Numerous techniques are proposed
method to create a polygonal model by connecting the
for practical purposes [2–9].
nearest point in two consecutive scan lines [12]. This
For further application of a point cloud, the technique
method is able to create a polygonal model very fast.
of constructing a three dimensional shape model of a
However, in some cases, it is difficult to create an
structural object is required. The appearance of a measured
appropriate
polygonal model due to the reason caused by
structural object is able to be displayed by drawing points
some situations of a point cloud. In particular,
using their three-dimensional coordinate. However, we are
inappropriate edges often appear around the boundary of
able to offer more information of scene by creating a three
planar surfaces. This decreases the fidelity of a polygonal
dimensional shape model like a polygonal model. The
model and the precision of the derived information like a
polygonal model makes it possible to express a surface by
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cross-section view. Furthermore, a polygonal model can be
used as the boundary condition for the physical simulation
like a flood simulation. Therefore, the boundary edge
between structures should be appeared precisely in a
polygonal model.
The reason inappropriate boundary edges are created is
because the structural information is not included in the
process of polygon creation. An appropriate polygonal
model can be created by reflecting the structural
information of a target object. One of the effective
techniques for obtaining the structural information from a
point cloud is the planar region extraction. The boundary
between different planar regions can be considered as the
boundary edge information. Therefore, such a boundary
edge should be reflected in the process of polygon creation.
The region growing approach is widely used as the
method for planar region extraction from a point cloud.
However, in the case of the point cloud which is obtained
by a MMS, the traditional point-based region growing
approach may not obtain reasonable result due to
anisotropic distribution of points.
In this paper, we propose the method to create a
polygonal model which is able to precisely represent
boundaries of surfaces constituting a physical object. Our
approach obtains the information of the boundary of the
surfaces from an input point cloud which has anisotropic
distribution by using the line-based planar region
segmentation. Then, such an information is used as the
constraints for representing the boundary edge in the
process of creating polygons.
The remaining of this paper consists of following
sections. The second section mentions the advantages of
the line-based processing which is adopted to our proposal.
In the third section, we explain the method for obtaining
the boundary edge information from a point cloud. In the
fourth section, we create the polygonal model considering
the boundary edge information which is obtained by the
previous section. The evaluation of the proposed method is
conducted in the section five. Finally, we conclude this
paper in the section six.
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traveling direction of the MMS, the interval of measured
points is often a few hundreds of millimeters. Hence, the
density of point distribution is greatly different depending
on the direction (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Anisotropic point distribution of measured points.

This situation causes the problem to the method of
calculating geometric information using neighborhood
points because it is necessary to define the neighborhood
range too wide in the sparse direction (Fig. 2(a)). If the
neighborhood range is not wide enough, the neighborhood
includes points in one direction only (Fig. 2(b)). In the
case of Fig. 2(a), we are not able to estimate a normal
vector precisely at the point on the planar region around
the

Fig. 2 Two cases of the neighborhood region for calculation of
geometric information.

boundary of structures. Fig. 3 shows an example of such a
case. In the vicinity of the boundary of a road and a
curbstone, the estimated normal vector is tilted because the
neighborhood range includes points of the vertical plane
even though the target point is on the horizontal plane. The
geometrical information such as the normal vector is

2. Advantages of Line-Based Processing
2.1 Anisotropic Point Distribution of a Point Cloud
Recent laser scanning system is able to measure up to
a million points per second. In the direction traversing a
road, points are measured very densely. Actually, the
interval of measured points is often a few millimeters.
However, the interval of measured points in the traveling
direction of the MMS depends on the rotating speed of the
laser irradiation part and the speed of which the MMS
travels. The rotation period of the laser irradiation part is
much longer than the period of the laser irradiation. In the

Fig. 3 Inadequate estimation of normal vector around the boundary
between road and curbstone.

important factor to classify points. Therefore, it is
necessary to calculate such a geometrical information
precisely for processing a point cloud.
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2.2 Line Segment Creation from MMS Data
First, we separate an input point cloud into sequences
of points that represent scanning lines. Each point of MMS
data contains the angle information of which the laser has
been irradiated. The angle in an identical scanning line
. That is, the point
increases monotonically from to
associated with is at the beginning of a scanning line. In
practice, there is the case that the point is not measured.
So, let the beginning of a scanning line be the point where
the value of angle decreases from the previous point.
Next, we apply the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [13]
to each sequence of points in order to obtain the polyline
representation (Fig. 4). The Douglas-Peucker algorithm
adds vertices to a polyline in order of the distance error
until the distance error becomes smaller than the defined
threshold. Furthermore, we add vertices until the length of
each line segment becomes short than the defined length
threshold. This extra process is adopted in order to avoid
long thin triangle creation in polygonal model creation
step.
Then, we use a vertex of a polyline as a vertex of a
polygonal model. Moreover, a line segment is used as a
processing element for planar region extraction.

Fig. 4 Polyline approximation of a point cloud.

2.3 Vertex Selection for Polygonal Model from
Measured Points
As mentioned in the section 2.1, the point cloud
which is obtained by the MMS is often too dense in the
direction traversing a road. In the case of using all of
measured points, a polygonal model consists of many
inadequate thin polygons. Therefore, we should select
appropriate points for representing physical objects
effectively. The Douglas-Peucker algorithm adds a vertex
to a polyline in order of distance error. It means that a
vertex of a resultant polyline is placed where the change of
the shape is large. Hence, we can select vertices suitable
for a polygonal model from a huge amount of measured
points by using a vertex of a polyline obtained by the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm.

Furthermore, a polygonal model is generally
evaluated by the distance from measured points to a
polygonal model. The Douglas-Peucker algorithm adds a
vertex to a polyline until the maximum distance error is
less than a threshold. Hence, the distance error of a
polygonal model which uses such a vertex is guaranteed
the threshold of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm.

2.4 Estimation of Normal Vector at a Line Segment
In general, the planar region extraction by the region
growing approach needs definition of neighborhood
elements. And, neighborhood elements are also used to
estimate a normal vector. In the case of the traditional
point-based method, the data structure like a k-d tree is
used for deﬁnition of neighborhood points. However,
another technique is necessary for the line-based case.
Zhang et al. proposed the method which used the
cylindrical region whose axis is a query line segment [14].
He et al. also adopted this method to deﬁne neighborhood
line segments [15]. Zhang’s method seems to be
reasonable for neighborhoods definition. However, it is
time-consuming way, because we have to check all line
segments in the previous and the next scanning lines.
There is another way for deﬁning neighborhoods in
the line-based case. In the literature [16], the threedimensional segment tree [17] is used for deﬁning
neighborhood line segments. The three-dimensional
segment tree determines the relation of inclusion and the
relation of partial overlap between intervals in threedimensional space. The axis aligned bounding box of a
line segment can be used for the interval of the threedimensional segment tree. However, to create the threedimensional segment tree is very time-consuming task.
Moreover, a large amount of memory is also necessary.
In this paper, for fast search of neighborhood line
segments, we use the information of laser irradiation angle
which is associated with measured points. If two points on
consecutive two scanning lines have similar laser
irradiation angle, these points are considered to be located
near each other. From this observation, we define
neighborhood line segments as follows. Let a line segment
, where and are
in the scanning line be
the end points of a line segment. And, angle
and
are assigned to and , respectively.
Here,
is defined as the neighborhood of
if
is included in or
the interval of angle
.
is the
intersects with the interval
margin of angle interval. We perform this process for
th, th and
th scanning lines in order to ﬁnd
neighborhoods of a line segment which is included in t th
scanning line. Fig. 5 illustrates the deﬁnition of
neighborhood line segments. In this ﬁgure, blue line
segments are the neighborhoods of the red line segment.
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Fig. 6 shows an example of neighborhoods line segments
in three-dimensional space.
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We calculate the degree of ﬁt as the summation of the
lengths of the inlier line segments. Then, the plane with
the largest degree of ﬁt is deﬁned as the local best-ﬁt plane
of . And, the normal vector of
is used as the
normal vector at . Fig. 7 shows an example of the local
best-ﬁt plane. The green thick line segments are inliers of
the plane deﬁned by and . The blue thick line segments
are not inlier while these are the neighborhood line
segments of . Fig. 8 shows an example of normal vectors
estimated by the local best-ﬁt plane. We can ﬁnd that the
normal vector at the line segment around the boundary
between a road and a curbstone is precisely estimated.

Fig. 5 The deﬁnition of neighborhood line segments.

Fig. 7 An example of the local best-ﬁt plane and inliers.
Fig. 6 An example of neighborhood line segments.

In the region growing approach, the difference of the
angles of the normal vectors is used for examining whether
a neighborhood line segment is added to the region. The
least squares fitting to neighborhood elements is often
used for estimating a normal vector. However, such a
method is not able to derive the precise estimation of a
normal vector as mentioned in the section 2.1. Hence, we
adopt the local best-fit plane of neighborhood line
segments for estimating the normal vector at a line
segment. The local best-fit plane is defined as the plane
which passes the query line segment and includes the
neighborhood line segments most. We use the modiﬁed
version of the local best-fit plane used in [15] in this paper.
We assume that the line segment where the normal vector
is calculated is . And, the neighborhood line segments of
is represented by
. In this situation, a planar surface
is deﬁned by two end points of and the mid-point of
. Then, a neighborhood line segment
is deﬁned as an inlier of
if satisﬁes
following two conditions:
and
,
1.
2.
.
Where,
is the perpendicular distance from to
. And,
and
are the normal vector of
and the
normalized direction vector of , respectively. The ﬁrst
is near to
enough. The
condition represents that
second represents that
is nearly parallel to
.
Therefore, and should be set to small value enough.

Fig. 8 An example of normal vectors estimated by the local best-ﬁt
plane.

3. Acquisition of Boundary Edge Information
from a Point Cloud
We apply the region growing method to a set of line
segments in order to detect nearly planar regions. In
general, the region growing approach starts from selecting
a seed as the first query. The query is added to the region
and the neighborhoods of the query are examined whether
should be added to the region. The conditions of the inlier
that was defined in the section 2.4 can be used for deciding
whether the neighborhood line segment is added. The
neighborhood which is added to the region becomes the
next query in order to grow the region. The seed segment
is selected by using the degree of fit mentioned in the
section 2.4. A large degree of fit means that the target line
segment is placed on the large planar region. Thus, we
select the seed segment of the largest degree of ﬁt from
input line segments that are not assigned to any planar
region yet.
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After the line-based region growing process, the line
segment is labeled with the extracted planar region which
the line segment belongs to. A vertex of a line segment is
shared by two adjacent line segments. Thus, a vertex has
two labels of planar regions which adjacent line segments
belong. According to this observation, a vertex at the
boundary between different planar regions has two
different labels (Fig. 9). We assume that such a vertex is
the boundary vertex. We use this information for
constraining the boundary edge in the polygonal model
creation step.

perform the same process in descending order from the
start point.

Fig. 10 An example of creating triangle between scan lines.

4.2 Edge Constraints Based on Boundary Edge
Information

Fig. 9 The label of a line segment and a vertex.

4. Polygonal model creation with boundary
edge constraints
4.1 Triangle Strip/Fan Creation
We create a triangular polygonal model by generating
triangle strip/fan between consecutive two scan lines.
Triangular polygons are created very fast because we find
a vertex of a polygon from points included in only two
scan lines. This is an advantage of creating triangle
strip/fan. We assume that triangle strip/fan is created
th scan lines. The points in each
between th and
scan line are ordered by the laser irradiation angle. At ﬁrst,
for th scan line, we set the point which is under the MMS
as the start point . That is, the start point of th scan line
is the point whose laser irradiation angle is the nearest to
. And, for
th scan line, the start point
is the
point which is the nearest to . Then, let the initial query
be
. Next, for the query
pair of vertex
, the length
and
pair of vertices
are calculated, respectively. The vertex pair of
shorter length is adopted to the vertex of the triangle. That
is, the triangle
is generated if
. Then, the query pair of vertex is
updated to
. In the opposite case, the triangle
is generated and the query pair is updated
to
(Fig. 10). The process mentioned above is
the case of ascending order from the start point. We

Triangle creation depends on the length of an edge
spanning two scan lines. Hence, an inappropriate edge
may be generated at the boundary of the physical object.
We introduce edge constraints in the triangle strip/fan
creation step in order to prevent an inappropriate edge
from being generated. The edge constraint is defined based
on the segmentation of planar regions mentioned in the
section 3.1. A vertex has two labels of planar regions
which adjacent line segments belong. And, a vertex where
is located at the boundary of different planar regions has
two different labels. During the triangle strip/fan creation
step, if both of a vertex pair is a boundary vertex and an
identical label appears on the same side of each vertex,
such an edge is constrained as the boundary edge. And, the
triangle which includes such an edge is generated. If the
vertex has been used for a constrained edge once, such a
vertex is not used as another constrained edge. Fig. 11
shows an example of the constrained edge.

Fig. 11 An example of the constrained edge.

5. Experimental results
5.1 Experiments by the Simulated Point Cloud
In actual, a point cloud obtained by a MMS does not
have the topological information of a polygonal model.
Therefore, we are not able to evaluate the accuracy of
boundary edge information by comparing with the actual
mobile mapping data. Hence, we created the polygonal
model of the scene around a road including the curbstone
for evaluating the proposed method. The surface of a road
and curbstones have the red and the green color materials,
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respectively. And, the outside of a road has the blue color
material. Then, we use the software, BlenSor [18], for the
MMS simulation. The BlenSor is able to simulate several
types of laser scanning. We selected the types of the laser
scanning similar to the MMS and moved the source point
of the laser irradiation along the trajectory on the road. Fig.
12 shows the result of the MMS simulation. The laser
irradiation starts from vertical upward direction. Thus, the
means just
measured point which is associated with
under the source of laser irradiation. After the MMS
simulation, we obtained approximately 1.76 million points.
Average interval of measured points along the direction
traversing the road is 2mm. On the other hand, average
distance between scanning lines is 60cm. Each point has
the color information at the location where the point is
measured. Fig. 13 shows the obtained point cloud with
color information. We use such a point cloud for
evaluating the precision of the boundary information
obtained by the proposed method.
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Fig. 14 The result of road extraction by the point-based region
growing.

Fig. 15 The result of the point-based region growing using
another parameters.

Fig. 12 The simulation of MMS by the BlenSor.

Fig. 16 The result of road extraction by the proposed method.

Fig. 13 The point cloud by the MMS simulation.

At first, we evaluate the planar region extraction for
obtaining the boundary edge information. Figs. 14, 15 and
16 show the visual comparison between the traditional
point-based region growing and the line-based region
growing. Fig. 14 shows the result of road region detection
by using the traditional point-based region growing. We
of laser irradiation
use the points which have nearly
angle as the seed points. Fig. 15 shows the result which
uses another parameters. On the other hand, Fig. 16 shows

the result of road detection by the line-based method.
Table 1 shows parameters for the road detection.
We assume that the point is correct if the point of the
actual road region is extracted. Such a point is colored in
red in Figs. 14, 15 and 16. The false positive point is the
extracted point that is not the road region. And, the false
negative is the point of the road region which is not
extracted. The false positive point and the false negative
point are colored in orange and cyan, respectively. Fig. 14
shows that the region growing process is stopped in front
of the curbstone. Fig. 15 shows the case of which the angle
threshold for the region growing is slightly larger than Fig.
14. In the case of Fig. 15, several parts of the extracted
region are expanded to the curbstone. This result indicates
that it is difﬁcult to distinguish a road region from other
regions by a simple point-based region growing approach
because the change of the normal vector is gradual in the
vicinity of the boundary between the road region and the
curbstone.
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Table 1 Parameters for the region growing.

Distance error for the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm
Maximum length of a line
segment
Radius of neighborhood
Margin for neighborhood
( )
Difference of height
( )
Difference of normal vector
( )

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

-

-

0.05m

-

-

0.3m

0.75m

0.75m

-

-

-

0.05m

0.05m

0.05m

Table 2 shows the statistical comparison of the pointbased method and the proposed method. This result
indicates that the proposed method is able to precisely
extract the planar region which represents the road region.
Gradual change of normal vector direction is caused by the
normal vector estimation which uses neighborhood points
including different planar regions. In contrast, the
proposed method estimates the normal vector by only of
neighborhood line segments which are on the plane
including the target line segment. Consequently, the
direction of the normal vector at the line segment on the
road region is greatly different from other planar regions.
Thus, the road region can be distinguished from other
planar regions precisely by the line-based region growing.

points are colored according to the Hausdorff distance to
the original road model shown in Fig. 12. Dark color
shows large Hausdorff distance at the sampling point.
Vertices of the created polygonal model are a part of the
measured input points. Therefore, all of vertices of the
created polygonal model are on the surface of the original
model. This means that the Hausdorff distance at the
vertex of the polygonal model is zero in this case. On the
other hand, the Hausdorff distance becomes large at a
sampling point on an edge of a polygonal model if the
edge is inappropriate for representing the shape of the
object. Table 3 shows the statistics of the calculated
Hausdorff distance. The total number of sampling points is
150,000. In the case of the polygonal model created
without edge constraints, the maximum is 0.101m and
approximately 900 points have the value more than
0.005m. This means that some inadequate edges appeared
in the polygonal model. On the other hand, the maximum
value is 0.003m in the case of the polygonal model created
by the proposed method. This means that the topological
information of the polygonal model is generated
adequately and the boundary edges appeared
precisely.

Table 2 The statistical comparison between the point-based method and
the proposed method.

Fig. 17 The polygonal model created by the proposed method.

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of the polygonal
model creation with boundary edge constraints. We create
the polygonal model by the method mentioned in the
section 4 (Fig. 17). And, the polygonal model without the
boundary edge constraints is also created for comparison
(Fig. 18). In visual evaluation, we can find that several
inadequate edges are generated at the boundary between
the road and the curbstone in the polygonal model created
without boundary edge constraints as shown in Fig. 18.
We calculate the Hausdorff distance between the
original road model and the created polygonal model. We
use the Meshlab software [19] in order to calculate the
Hausdorff distance. Figs. 19 and 20 show a part of the
sampling points on the polygonal model. The sampling

Fig. 18 The polygonal model without boundary edge constraints.
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Fig. 21 An actual point cloud data.

Fig. 22 The polygonal model created by the
proposed method from an actual point cloud data.
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Fig. 23 The polygonal model which is created
without boundary edge constraints.

5.2 Experiments by the Actual Point Cloud

Fig. 19 Sampling points on the polygonal model created by the
proposed method.

Fig. 20 Sampling points on the polygonal model without boundary
edge constraints.

Next, we apply the proposed method to actual point
cloud data. And also, the polygonal model is created
without boundary edge constraints for comparison. Fig. 21
shows an actual point cloud data. We create the polygonal
model by the proposed method from this point cloud data.
Fig. 22 shows the magnified view of the polygonal model
in the vicinity of the boundary between the road and the
sidewalk. Fig. 23 is the view same as the Fig. 22 of the
polygonal model which was created without boundary
edge constraints for comparison. In the case of the
polygonal creation without boundary edge constraints,
boundary edges are jagged. However, boundary edges are
appropriately represented in the polygonal model by the

Fig. 24 Another view of the polygonal model by the proposed
method.

Table 3 The statistics of Hausdorff distance.

Hausdorff
distance (m)
0.0 ~ 0.005
0.005 ~ 0.01
0.01 ~ 0.05
0.05 ~

# of sampling points
The proposed
The method without
method
constraints
150,000
149,111
0
17
0
420
0
452

Fig. 25 The same view as Fig. 24 of the polygonal model without
boundary edge constraints.
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proposed method. Figs. 24 and 25 show another view of
the polygonal models. In this view, the shape of low step
is included. The height of the low step is approximately 5
cm. The proposed method is able to represent the shape of
the low step by the appropriate boundary edges. On the
other hand, some portions of low step are degenerated in
the case of the polygonal model without boundary edge
constraints.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the method for creating the
polygonal model that is able to express appropriate
boundary edge. The boundary edge is deﬁned as the joint
part of planar regions in the proposed method. Then,
appropriate connection of the boundary vertices is
constrained in the triangle creation step.
We are able to obtain the cross-section view very easily
and precisely from the polygonal model representing the
appropriate boundary edge. This is useful for the
maintenance of a road and a curbstone. Moreover, to
obtain the precise road boundary can be used as the
information for autonomous driving technology. As the
future work, we consider estimation method for road
parameters that include width of road, cross slope,
curvature of a curve, based on precisely extracted road
polygonal model.
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